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ABSTRACT

Aim Studying the changes in species ranges during the last glaciation event is

an important step towards the understanding of the observed patterns of intra-

specific genetic variability. We focused on bumblebees, an interesting biological

model to address these questions because cold-adapted species are likely to

have experienced different geographical range histories during the last glacial

period compared to more commonly studied, strictly temperate, species. We

investigated and compared historical hypotheses regarding the geographical

range of five common and co-distributed West Palaearctic bumblebee species.

Location Europe, West Palaearctic.

Methods For each species, we inferred present and past (Last Glacial Maxi-

mum) distributions from species occurrence records, and present and past cli-

matic data, using the ecological niche modelling (ENM) approach

implemented in Maxent. Based on genetic data previously obtained from the

sequencing of three gene fragments (mitochondrial locus COI and two nuclear

loci EF-1a and PEPCK), we then compared global and local patterns of genetic

variation using several summary statistics as well as a visual mapping of genetic

variation. Finally, we used a spatially explicit model of DNA sequence coales-

cence to test and compare four evolutionary scenarios derived from ENM

results and patterns of genetic diversity.

Results Ecological niche modelling results based on climatic data clearly sug-

gested a range continuum in Europe during the last glaciation. Yet, the related

evolutionary scenario involving such continuum was less supported than alter-

native scenarios involving a more fragmented distribution. Indeed, for the three

out of five species for which genetic data allowed discriminating among tested

scenarios, the scenario that included a fragmented range during the last glacia-

tion was identified as the most likely.

Main conclusions Although ENM suggested that bumblebees would have

maintained a range continuum across Europe during the last glaciation, coales-

cent simulations tended to refute the persistence of a large range continuum

for these species during this period. This suggests that even for cold-adapted

species, the cooling periods have significantly shrunk and fragmented their

respective ranges.
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INTRODUCTION

The demographic history of many species is strongly

impacted by Pleistocene climatic oscillations (Andersen &

Borns, 1994), especially in Europe (Avise, 2000; Hewitt,

2004). It is generally acknowledged that during glacial epi-

sodes, the ranges of temperate species are reduced (e.g. Var-

ela et al., 2010), as they cannot survive in extremely cold

regions, in particular, those covered by an ice sheet. As a

result, during glaciations temperate species are confined to

small regions with more favourable climates, which are

referred to as glacial refugia (Zagwijn, 1982; Stewart et al.,

2010). At the end of each glacial cycle, populations expand

from their glacial refugia to recolonize at least part of their

previous range (Taberlet et al., 1998; Varela et al., 2010).

While this general view allowed data interpretation and his-

torical inference in many previous phylogeographical studies,

a more complex and realistic representation of species range

changes during the Pleistocene has emerged more recently

(e.g. Stewart et al., 2010). This representation involves the

potential presence of additional cryptic glacial refugia in cen-

tral and northern Europe, especially for cold-tolerant species,

and now requires to be tested using various biological mod-

els. Among potential organisms of interest, bumblebees

(Hymenoptera, Apidae, genus Bombus) are an excellent sys-

tem because (1) they live in some of the coldest areas inhab-

ited by insects and (2) have been able to respond relatively

quickly to climate changes, recolonizing the depopulated

areas after each glacial cycle during the last 3 Myr (Hines,

2008). Thus, Bombus species represent a relevant biological

model to investigate the geographical range history of cold-

adapted species during the last glaciation. Although the early

biogeographical history (from Eocene-Oligocene to Miocene)

is well studied (Williams, 1985; Hines, 2008; Wappler et al.,

2012; Dehon et al., 2014), their recent history (from Pliocene

to Holocene) has received comparatively little attention.

Some studies have investigated patterns of genetic variation

of West Palaearctic bumblebees at the intra-species level (e.g.

Estoup et al., 1996; Widmer & Schmid-Hempel, 1999;

Lecocq et al., 2013a,b; Dellicour et al., 2015), but so far, a

comparative phylogeographical analysis of several widespread

and common West Palaearctic bumblebees is still lacking.

Hypotheses testing based on coalescent simulations of

genetic data (Knowles, 2009; Hickerson et al., 2010) has

become an important tool in phylogeographical studies to

investigate past demographic history (e.g. Mardulyn et al.,

2009; Ray et al., 2010a; Veeramah et al., 2012; Metcalf et al.,

2014). In practice, as an infinite number of scenarios can be

formulated, a potential limitation of this approach is the

necessity to select, a priori, a restricted (and manageable)

number of clearly defined alternative evolutionary scenarios

to be tested. Prior knowledge about the history of a species

can be used to build these scenarios (e.g. Knowles, 2001;

Fagundes et al., 2007; Laurent et al., 2011). Yet, in many

cases, such prior information is absent. One way to circum-

vent this problem is to perform preliminary ecological niche

modelling (ENM) analyses to restrict and/or inform the set

of geographical range scenarios to test (Knowles et al., 2007;

Carstens & Richards, 2007; Knowles & Alvarado-Serrano,

2010). Ecological niche modelling methods aim to model

species distribution by estimating the relationship between

species records at sites and the environmental and/or spatial

characteristics of those sites (Franklin, 2009; Elith et al.,

2011). In bumblebees, it has been suggested that determining

habitat suitability, which is analogous to the ENM approach,

can be used as a baseline approach for understanding spe-

cies-specific responses to climate change (Herrera et al.,

2014; Lecocq et al., 2015a; Rasmont et al., 2015). Coales-

cence-based genetic models have been combined with ENM

in numerous studies (Carstens & Richards, 2007; Knowles &

Carstens, 2007; Shepard & Burbrink, 2008, 2009; Solomon

et al., 2008; Bagley et al., 2013; Dellicour et al., 2014a). More

recently, there have been studies (e.g. Knowles & Alvarado-

Serrano, 2010; Dellicour et al., 2014a) that have also com-

bined the ENM with spatially explicit models of coalescence

(Ray et al., 2010b; Dellicour et al., 2014b). In such models,

the species range is explicitly drawn on a map, which allows

implementing more detailed geographical information than

in a more classical approach where different portions of the

species range are modelled a priori as panmictic populations.

The overall aim of this study was to investigate whether

the geographical range of bumblebees experienced similar

changes to those of many exclusively temperate species,

which have been characterized by a highly fragmented range

during cold episodes of the Pleistocene. We employed two

complementary approaches: ENM and genetic variation anal-

yses to investigate and compare the recent geographical range

history of five common and co-distributed Bombus species.

In particular, we (1) used an ENM method to infer the

potential distribution of these species today and during the

last glaciation and (2) mapped the geographical distribution

of DNA sequence variation for three loci. Alternative

hypotheses for the changes in species ranges were then for-

mulated based on these preliminary results, and evaluated

via computer simulations of population evolution using a

spatially explicit model of coalescence.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Selected study system and genetic data

We selected five common and co-distributed (West)

Palaearctic Bombus species: B. (Megabombus) hortorum, B.

(Melanobombus) lapidarius, B. (Thoracobombus) pascuorum,

B. (Pyrobombus) pratorum and B. (Bombus) terrestris, for

which genetic data were already available. Fragments of the

mitochondrial gene COI (cytochrome oxidase I) and two

protein-coding nuclear genes, EF-1a (elongation factor-1

alpha, F2 copy) and PEPCK (phosphoenolpyruvate carboxyk-

inase), were previously sequenced (total of ~2750 base pairs)

for individuals sampled across the distribution of each spe-

cies by Lecocq et al. (2013a, 2015b) for B. terrestris, Lecocq
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et al. (2013b, 2015c) for B. lapidarius, Dellicour et al. (2015)

for B. hortorum and B. pratorum, and Lecocq et al. (2015d)

for B. pascuorum (see Fig. 1 for the sampling locations for

each species). Here, we focused on the West Palaearctic por-

tion of their ranges as it corresponded to (1) the co-distribu-

tion area of the five species and (2) the area that was

thoroughly sampled for each species.

Inferring the past and present species distributions

We estimated the current and Last Glacial Maximum (LGM)

West Palaearctic distributions of several Bombus species by

using the maximum entropy method implemented in Max-

ent 3.3.3 (Phillips et al., 2006; Phillips & Dud�ık, 2008).

Maxent software calculates the environmental suitability of

the species, and thus a potential geographical distribution of

the species, by minimizing the relative entropy between two

probability densities: one estimated from the species occur-

rence data and one estimated from the landscape (Elith

et al., 2011). Here, we estimated each model parameters

using the relationship between the present occurrences of the

species, which was filtered to eliminate the environmental

biases (see below), and some climatic data available for the

West Palaearctic area.

We downloaded the 19 bioclimatic variables (Bio1–Bio19)
for the current time (1950–2000) at a 2.5 arc-minutes

(c. 5 km) resolution, from the WorldClim database (World-

Clim 1.4; Hijmans et al., 2005). We cropped the variables to

the European range, longitude limits from �25 to 90° and

latitude limits from 30 to 80°. We calculated the correlations

between these bioclimatic variables using the Pearson corre-

lation coefficient to avoid the use of significantly correlated

variables (where the Pearson coefficient > 0.9). By doing so,

we selected 13 variables: Bio1 (annual mean temperature),

Bio2 (mean diurnal range), Bio3 (isothermality), Bio5 (maxi-

mum temperature of warmest month), Bio6 (minimum tem-

perature of coldest month), Bio7 (temperature annual

range), Bio8 (mean temperature of wettest quarter), Bio9

(mean temperature of driest quarter), Bio15 (precipitation

seasonality), Bio16 (precipitation of wettest quarter), Bio17

(precipitation of driest quarter), Bio18 (precipitation of

warmest quarter), Bio19 (precipitation of coldest quarter).

We discarded Bio4 (temperature seasonality), Bio10 (mean

temperature of warmest quarter), Bio11 (mean temperature

of coldest quarter), Bio12 (annual precipitation), Bio13 (pre-

cipitation of wettest month) and Bio14 (precipitation of dri-

est month).

We selected the current species occurrences to calibrate

our models from the BDFGM database (Base de donn�ees fau-

niques Gembloux-Mons): 16,916 records for B. hortorum,

21,356 for B. lapidarius, 32,115 for B. pascuorum, 17,720 for

B. pratorum and 21,262 for B. terrestris. These records mostly

correspond to exact locations with a resolution of ~10 km

or higher, except for some old observations and/or observa-

tion in the eastern part of the distribution for which the

coordinates refer to the nearest locality (i.e. town or village).

As there are fewer occurrence data for the eastern part of the

species range, we decided to keep these records in order to

avoid further increasing the sampling bias. Indeed, one

potential problem with these data sets is the large difference

in sampling effort across the species distribution (e.g. Wes-

tern Europe versus Eastern Europe). A fundamental assump-

tion in Maxent is that the entire area of interest has been

systematically sampled. However, in practice, occurrence

records are spatially biased towards better-surveyed areas

(Kramer-Schadt et al., 2013). Furthermore, Yackulic et al.

(2013) have estimated that 87% of the studies that used

Maxent between 2008 and 2012 are likely to suffer from

sampling bias. This is important because sampling biases can

strongly affect the performance of ecological niche models

(Varela et al., 2014a). The problem resides in the fact that

field records can be aggregated, leading to the over-sampling

(and respectively under-sampling) of some specific ecological

conditions. It has been demonstrated that removing occur-

rence data (field records) that are aggregated in the environ-

mental space can improve ENM performance (Varela et al.,

2014b). To avoid this problem, we have employed a climatic

filter (Varela et al., 2014b) to select occurrence data for cali-

brating our models. Specifically, we have selected four repre-

sentative bioclimatic variables among the 13 variables listed

above to filter the species occurrences: maximum tempera-

ture of the warmest month (Bio5), minimum temperature of

Figure 1 West Palaearctic maps with Bombus hortorum, B. lapidarius, B. pascuorum, B. pratorum and B. terrestris occurrence data used

in ecological niche modelling analyses (above) and maps of sampling localities for which DNA sequence data (one mitochondrial and
two nuclear loci) were available and analysed in this study.
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the coldest month (Bio6), mean temperature of the warmest

quarter (Bio10), and the annual precipitation (Bio12). This

resulted in the selection of 133 records for B. hortorum, 102

for B. lapidarius, 134 for B. pascuorum, 128 for B. pratorum

and 129 for B. terrestris. The geographical distribution of the

species occurrence records used for ENM is displayed in

Fig. 1.

We performed ten replicates for each analysis in Maxent.

We used the default convergence threshold (10�5), 10,000

iterations and a ‘random seed’ to generate a random parti-

tion of our records into training (90%) and test (10%)

records. These random partitions were used to test the

model. Model results were evaluated using the AUC (area

under the curve) – area under the ROC (receiver operating

characteristic) curve – commonly used to assess the Maxent

estimation performance (Lobo et al., 2008). All our models

had a high discriminative power for the training data sets

(AUC > 0.89) and they were also able to predict the testing

points (AUC > 0.82; see Table S1 in Supporting Information

for further details). Subsequently, we projected the models

into two different LGM climatic scenarios, CCSM (Commu-

nity Climate System Model) and MIROC (Model for Inter-

disciplinary Research on Climate), to estimate the

geographical ranges of the species during this cold climatic

event. The bioclimatic variables from the LGM climatic sce-

narios of the two models (CCSM and MIROC) were based

on the models from PMIP2 database (Paleoclimate Model-

ling Intercomparison Project Phase II, Braconnot et al.,

2007) and we also downloaded them from the WorldClim

database (Hijmans et al., 2005).

Comparing and mapping intra-specific genetic

variation

Patterns of genetic variability were investigated at two geo-

graphical levels: (1) at a global scale by considering genetic

diversity and differentiation (i.e. phylogeographical signal) at

the level of the entire range for each species, and (2) at a

local scale by mapping spatial variation in genetic diversity

within populations and in genetic differentiation among

populations (see below). The following statistics were esti-

mated using the toolbox SPADS 1.0 (Dellicour & Mardulyn,

2014) to compare the genetic variability in each species at a

global scale: nucleotide diversity p (Nei & Li, 1979) over the

entire range of each species and phylogeographical structure

within species as measured by NST-GST (Pons & Petit, 1996),

separately for each locus. These statistics were selected

because they take into account differences in both allelic fre-

quencies and genetic distances (mismatches between DNA

sequences). The statistical significance of the difference

between NST and GST was evaluated using 10,000 random

permutations of haplotypes in the original data sets.

To study genetic variation at the local scale, we used the R

functions GDisPAL and GDivPAL (Dellicour & Mardulyn,

2014) to generate graphical representations of genetic varia-

tion across species ranges. These functions generated graphs

displaying geographical variation in genetic diversity and

genetic differentiation by extending a method initially devel-

oped by Miller (2005) and based on an interpolation proce-

dure (inverse distance-weighted interpolation; Watson &

Philips, 1985; Watson, 1992). For genetic diversity, interpola-

tion was based on diversity values directly estimated at each

sampling locality, but for genetic differentiation, interpola-

tion was based on distance values assigned at mid-points of

each edge of a connectivity network built between the sam-

pling localities (i.e. a Delaunay triangulation). For each spe-

cies, we generated two differentiation surfaces based on

different inter-individual distances and three surfaces based

on distinct genetic diversity indices. All diversity and distance

measures used are independent of sample size (which is dif-

ferent between species) and were estimated with SPADS. The

two inter-individual distances were (1) an inter-individual

distance based on allelic frequencies as defined by Miller

(2005), and (2) an inter-individual distance based on dis-

tance DNA sequence mismatches averaged over all loci (i.e.

average P-distances across loci, see the SPADS manual for

further details). The three diversity statistics were (1) allelic

richness AR of each population (estimation of the expected

number of different haplotypes in a subsample of n

sequences for a given population, n being the smallest num-

ber of sequences obtained for a sampling site; El Mousadik

& Petit, 1996), (2) nucleotide diversity p of each population

(average number of nucleotide differences per site between

any two DNA sequences chosen randomly in a given popula-

tion; Nei & Li, 1979) and (3) relative nucleotide diversity pR
of each population (nucleotide diversity within this popula-

tion divided by the nucleotide diversity within the group

formed by all other populations; Mardulyn et al., 2009).

Note that for the allelic richness estimation, as n = 2 for all

five species, interpolation surfaces based on this diversity

measure were directly comparable. All surfaces were gener-

ated using a distance weighting parameter a = 1, 2 and 5,

and differentiation surfaces were both based on a Delaunay

triangulation connectivity network. Furthermore, we per-

formed the distance interpolations using residual distances

derived from the linear regression of genetic versus geo-

graphical distances (Manni et al., 2004). Geographical dis-

tances were measured as great circle geographical distances

(i.e. distances on the surface of the earth in kilometres).

Spatially explicit coalescent simulations

While the estimates of past species distributions for the LGM

obtained in this study with Maxent mainly suggest a contin-

uous distribution, or at least strong connectivity among

potential refuge areas, our mapping of genetic diversity for

the five species, along with genetic data from previous stud-

ies (Lecocq et al., 2013b; Dellicour et al., 2015), suggests rel-

atively strong population structure across their ranges, more

compatible with a long history of fragmented distributions

in Europe (see Results). Given this apparent contradiction

between ENM and genetic variation results, we designed and
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compared four evolutionary scenarios (Fig. 2), by varying

the level of fragmentation of the species range during the last

glaciation (110–12 ka). The first scenario (S1), directly

inspired by the Maxent results, postulates a largely continu-

ous range during the last glaciation. The second scenario

(S2) was identical to S1, but for the isolation of the Anato-

lia-Caucasian region during the LGM. A strong past isolation

of this region was indeed already suggested by results from

Dellicour et al. (2015; for B. hortorum and B. pratorum). Sce-

narios S3 and S4 were designed to model a much more frag-

mented range during the last glaciation with distinct isolated

refuge areas. For this period, scenario S3 depicts four isolated

regions corresponding to the three classically defined Euro-

pean glacial refuges (Iberian Peninsula, Italian Peninsula and

the Balkans; e.g. Taberlet et al., 1998), plus the Anatolia-

Caucasian region. Scenario S4 was similarly defined, but

included an additional refuge located in Central Europe,

whose existence was suggested for B. lapidarius in a previous

study (Lecocq et al., 2013b).

DNA sequences were simulated along these evolutionary

scenarios using a spatially explicit coalescence model as

implemented in PHYLOGEOSIM 1.0 (Dellicour et al.,

2014b). In this model, the geographical structure of the stud-

ied range at any point in time is defined by a two-dimen-

sional grid in which each cell is considered as a panmictic

population. Cells accessible to individuals are specified, and

each sampled sequence is attributed to one cell on the grid

displaying the current species range (t = 0). The simulation

begins at the current time t = 0 and proceeds backward in

time until all gene copies (DNA sequences) for the locus

considered have coalesced (Dellicour et al., 2014b). At each

generation, a given gene copy has the opportunity to move

to adjacent cells (migration) and to coalesce with another

gene copy located in the same cell. At the end of the simula-

tion, a genealogy is reconstructed based on the recorded coa-

lescence events (Dellicour et al., 2014b). The total number of

mutations added on the genealogy is specified a priori and

inferred from the empirical data. Note that in the framework

implemented in PHYLOGEOSIM, a forward pre-simulation

is performed to estimate demographic parameters such as

cell population effective size and migration rates [See figure

4 in Dellicour et al. (1014b) for a representation of the gen-

eral workflow].

To define spatially explicit scenarios in PHYLOGEOSIM,

matrices of maximal cell population effective sizes were built

according to each of the four distinct scenarios by superim-

posing a grid of 130 9 75 cells to a current map of Europe

or to a map of the same area at the LGM. As we do not have

access to prior information regarding the inter-cells migra-

tion rate and cell population effective size, we tested a large

range of parameter values. For each scenario, we tested all

combinations of the following parameter values: (1) forward

migration rate between adjacent cells on the grid (10�3, 10�4

and 10�5), (2) maximal effective population sizes for grid

cells that sequences are allowed colonizing (1000; 10,000 and

100,000 for the two nuclear loci and 333; 3333 and 33,333

TMRCA - 130 ka

S1

S2

S3

S4

130 - 110 ka 110 - 12 ka 12 - 0 ka

* B. hor

* B. hor

* B. hor

* B. hor * B. hor

* B. hor

* B. hor

* B. hor * B. lap

* B. pas

* B. pra

* B. ter

(a) (b)

Figure 2 (a) Four alternative evolutionary scenarios simulated with PHYLOGEOSIM 1.0 for Bombus hortorum (B. hor). Each scenario

includes chronological layers (the oldest on the left) that show potential presence of the species for each grid cell on the map. Orange
cells are those accessible to gene copies during the simulation. Green cells are connecting cells (allowing connection between separated

regions), also accessible to gene copies, but with a maximal effective size systematically 10 times lower than the effective size of orange
cells. The time interval (in years, going backward in time) corresponding to each layer is indicated. (b) Four layers specific to each of

the other species: B. lapidarius (B. lap), B. pascuorum (B. pas), B. pratorum (B. pra) and B. terrestris (B. ter). Scenarios associated with
these four species can be reconstructed simply by replacing layers ‘*B. hor’ by the corresponding other layer.
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for the COI mitochondrial locus, as haploid mitochondria

are expected to have an effective population size three times

smaller than that of the nuclear genome in haplodiploid

Hymenoptera organisms; Hedrick & Parker, 1997) and (3)

reproduction rate within a cell (2 and 5). Note that some

matrices of maximal effective population sizes include some

‘connecting’ cells (green cells in Fig. 2) with a maximal cell

population effective size systematically 10 times lower than

that of the other accessible cells (orange cells in Fig. 2). As

displayed in Fig. 2, these cells allowed potential connections

between islands and mainland, and their lower effective size

was controlled for restricted migrations between these areas.

We performed a total of 100 independent backward simula-

tions for each individual scenario. To take into account

stochastic variation associated with the forward simulation,

we reiterated a forward simulation for every ten backward

simulations to estimate the backward simulation parameters

(backward migration rates and effective population sizes),

yielding a total of 10 forward simulations. The sequence

lengths and a fixed number of mutations were specified for

each simulated locus, matching the parameters of our real

DNA sequence alignments.

The historical scenarios we have tested were all divided

into four separate geographical layers (Fig. 2). The first layer

(going backward in time) corresponded to the current inter-

glacial period (from now to 12 ka), the second to the last

glacial period (from 12 to 110 ka), the third to the previous

interglacial period (from 110 to 130 ka), and the fourth to

the penultimate glacial period (from 130 ka to the time to

the most recent common ancestor). With the exception of B.

terrestris, for which more than one generation per year was

recorded on a portion of its distribution (Rasmont et al.,

2008), the considered Bombus species are all univoltine. We

therefore assumed that 1 year approximately corresponded

to one generation. Using this framework, we designed the

four scenarios introduced above. The comparison of these

four scenarios aimed at investigating connectivity among

regions during the last glacial period and, among others, to

evaluate the possibility of a large continuous range, as sug-

gested by ENM results.

The simulated data sets were compared to real data sets,

to evaluate the relative probabilities of the proposed scenar-

ios, through calculation of different summary statistics. The

comparisons were based, for the five species, on summary

statistics measuring genetic diversity and genetic differentia-

tion: (1) nucleotide diversity (p) (Nei & Li, 1979) estimated

within each defined group of sampled populations and (2)

the three AMOVA (analysis of molecular variance; Excoffier

et al., 1992) statistics ΦSC, ΦST and ΦCT estimated from the

same group partition. By definition, ΦSC measures the pro-

portion of variation among populations within groups, ΦST

the proportion of variation among populations and ΦCT the

proportion of variation among groups. For estimating these

summary statistics, we thus defined several groups of sam-

pled populations: Iberian Peninsula, Italy, Balkans, Anatolia-

Caucasus, Central Europe and a sixth group gathering the

remaining sampled populations. Summary statistics were

automatically computed by PHYLOGEOSIM on simulated

data sets and were computed by SPADS on real data sets.

We combined all summary statistics computed for one data

set into a single v2 statistic (Dellicour et al., 2014a). For a

given scenario and a given set of parameters, we were thus

able to generate a distribution of v2 statistics, to which we

compared the v2 statistic estimated on the corresponding

real data set. This comparison yielded a nonparametric test

returning a P-value equal to the proportion of simulated

values greater than or equal to the observed value. Finally,

P-values inferred for each locus were combined using the

method of Fisher (1948) to provide a unique and global

probability value for each scenario and set of simulation

parameter values.

RESULTS

Inference of current and past geographical

distributions

All our Maxent models have a high discriminative power

for the training data sets (AUC > 0.89) and they are also

able to predict the testing points (AUC > 0.82; see

Appendix S1 for all the AUC values). The Maxent predicted

ranges are different for the five species, but also according to

the climatic model used for the LGM (Fig. 3): CCSM and

MIROC. Yet, all inferred distributions suggest a continuous

range during the last glaciation, with the notable exception

of the Caucasian region, which appears relatively isolated on

LGM predictions based on CCSM for B. hortorum, B. lapi-

darius, B. pascuorum and B. pratorum. Therefore, except for

the Anatolia-Caucasian region, ENM analyses performed

with Maxent do not tend to support a hypothesis of frag-

mented range for these species in the past (except for B. hor-

torum where the LGM distribution estimate is based on

MIROC). It is noteworthy that high probabilities of occur-

rence are inferred even at the positions of the three main ice

sheets (i.e. Alps, British and Fennoscandian ice sheets; see

Toucanne et al., 2010), which cover a large portion of Eur-

ope during the LGM.

Comparison of intra-specific genetic variation

Overall nucleotide diversity and phylogeographical signal

estimated within each species are reported in Table 1, and

surfaces generated with distance weighting parameter a = 1,

2 and 5 are displayed in Appendix S2 (in Figs S1–S3 respec-

tively). Comparison of genetic diversity measured over the

entire range of each species reveals divergent levels of nucleo-

tide diversity among species: B. hortorum presents the small-

est nucleotide diversity for all genetic markers, while the

highest COI and nuclear nucleotide diversities are respec-

tively found in B. terrestris and B. pascuorum (Table 1). B.

hortorum is associated with the highest phylogeographical

structure estimated for COI, whereas significant phylogeo-
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graphical structures for all three markers are only detected in

B. lapidarius and B. pascuorum (NST-GST; Table 1). Although

we observe differences among interpolation surfaces (see Figs

S1–S3 in Appendix S2), it is difficult to highlight meaningful

overall trends from the comparison among species of pat-

terns of genetic diversity, or population differentiation, at

the local level. Bombus pratorum is associated with the high-

est genetic diversity regardless of the diversity index used.

Bombus hortorum displays a low relative nucleotide diversity

(pR) for most localities but the distribution of all four other

species shows at least some areas of higher relative nucleotide

diversity. The comparison of nucleotide diversity (p) and

allelic richness (AR) does not reveal any clear difference

between B. hortorum and the other species. Finally, differen-

tiation surfaces based on the two inter-individual measures

show comparable levels among adjacent populations for all

species.

Spatially explicit coalescent simulations

Results of the comparisons between real and simulated data-

sets are summarized in Table 2 (see also Tables S1–S5 in

Appendix S3 for results detailed locus by locus). For B. hor-

torum, except for one particular set of simulation parameters

(cell population effective size = 333/1000; forward migration

rate = 0.0001 and reproduction rate = 2 or 5), scenario S3

(i.e. four isolated regions) is systematically associated with

the highest combined P-value when comparing data sets sim-

ulated under the same cell population effective size and for-

ward migration rate values. Combined P-values obtained for

B. lapidarius are all smaller than 0.02 and in most cases even

smaller than 0.01. As a consequence, all tested scenarios

appear incompatible with the data available for this species.

On the contrary, for B. pratorum, all scenarios are at least

once associated with a P-value higher than 0.05 (with similar

values ranging from 0.05 to 0.13). The highest P-value

(P = 0.16 and 0.07) obtained for the other species, B. ter-

restris and B. pascuorum, respectively, is again associated with

scenario S3, although for the same simulation parameters, a

P-value > 0.05 is also found for scenario S2 in the case of B.

terrestris (P = 0.08). Note that in this context, each P-value

represents the estimated probability that the simulated sce-

nario has generated the observed pattern of genetic variation.

DISCUSSION

Recent geographical range history of West

Palaearctic bumblebee species

Bumblebees are endothermic organisms (Heinrich, 1979),

consequently we expect, as the ENM predictions suggest, that

the colder climate of the last glaciation had only a minor

impact on their distribution, which may have remained

mostly continuous at the time. Indeed, the five studied species

are polylectic (i.e. host-plant generalist) and currently display

a widespread range, occurring from the south (Mediterranean

area) to the north of Europe (B. hortorum, B. pascuorum, and

B. pratorum reach the Arctic Ocean). Thus, they are likely to

Table 1 Overall nucleotide diversity p and phylogeographical
signal as measured by NST-GST estimated for five species of

Bombus in the West Palaearctic within each species. (*) indicates
significant NST-GST value (P-value < 0.05). Results for Bombus

hortorum and B. pratorum come from Dellicour et al. (2015).

Nucleotide diversity p NST-GST

COI EF-1a PEPCK COI EF-1a PEPCK

B. hortorum 0.00226 0.00000 0.00021 0.546* – 0.000

B. lapidarius 0.00483 0.00131 0.00091 0.221* 0.125* 0.067*
B. pascuorum 0.00510 0.00240 0.00679 0.273* 0.196* 0.186*
B. pratorum 0.00318 0.00143 0.00462 0.214* 0.061 0.150*
B. terrestris 0.01450 0.00000 0.00133 0.123* – 0.107

Bombus hortorum Bombus lapidarius Bombus pascuorum Bombus pratorum Bombus terrestris
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Figure 3 Results of ecological niche modelling: inferred European distributions of five Bombus species obtained with Maxent and
based on current climatic data (‘current times’) or reconstructed Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) palaeoclimatic data (‘CCSM’ and

‘MIROC’). Probabilities of occurrence are displayed using different colours.
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have a large adaptive potential to eco-climatic changes, in par-

ticular to global cooling. However, our results based on coa-

lescent simulations contradict the hypothesis of a large

connected range occurring at the LGM for three out of five

species (i.e. B. hortorum, B. pascuorum and B. terrestris).

Indeed, scenario S3 (classical hypothesis of a fragmented

range with isolated regions in the Iberian Peninsula, Italy, Bal-

kans and Anatolia) often identified for other organisms,

including some vertebrates and insects (e.g. Hewitt, 2004; Ste-

wart et al., 2010), was associated with the highest P-value for

these Bombus species. The phenotypic differentiation observed

within these species (i.e. several allopatric subspecies

described, especially in the southern peninsulas and Anatolia;

Rasmont et al., 2008; Lecocq et al., 2015d) further supports a

history of intraspecific fragmentation.

For the two other species, B. lapidarius and B. pratorum,

comparisons between real and simulated data sets could not

discriminate among the four tested scenarios. For B. lapidar-

ius, none of the tested sets of simulation parameters led to

simulated data sets associated with P-values higher than 0.02.

This suggests that the set of scenarios here tested were not

sufficiently representative of the true geographical range his-

tory. In the case of B. pratorum, the relatively similar P-

values associated with all four scenarios makes it difficult to

draw any strong conclusions. Consequently, this suggests that

the available genetic variation signal for this species is not

sufficiently informative. Yet, results obtained for B. lapidarius

and B. pratorum do not contradict the convergent results

obtained for the three other species.

Ecological niche modelling limitations

Our results based on coalescent simulations contradict those

of ENM analyses for three out of five species. A similar

Table 2 Combined P-values based on 100 replicates per set of parameters and obtained from the comparison between real and

simulated data sets. Ne refers to the maximal effective population sizes, fm to the forward migration rate and tR to the reproduction
rate. Summary statistics used for the comparison between real and simulated data sets: (1) the nucleotide diversity p of each defined

group of sampled populations (see the text) and (2) the three AMOVA statistics (ΦSC, ΦST and ΦCT) estimated from this same group
partition. See Tables S2-6 for the P-values obtained for each locus taken separately. Values in bold correspond to combined P-values

> 0.05.

Simulation parameters

Scenario

B. hortorum B. lapidarius B. pascuorum B. pratorum B. terrestris

Ne (mitoch./nuclear) fm tR = 2 tR = 5 tR = 2 tR = 5 tR = 2 tR = 5 tR = 2 tR = 5 tR = 2 tR = 5

333/1000 0.0001 S1 0.06 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01

333/1000 0.0001 S2 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01

333/1000 0.0001 S3 < 0.01 0.05 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01

333/1000 0.0001 S4 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01

333/1000 0.001 S1 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01

333/1000 0.001 S2 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01

333/1000 0.001 S3 < 0.01 0.05 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01

333/1000 0.001 S4 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01

3333/10,000 0.00001 S1 0.02 0.04 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01

3333/10,000 0.00001 S2 0.01 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01

3333/10,000 0.00001 S3 0.06 0.04 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01

3333/10,000 0.00001 S4 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01

3333/10,000 0.0001 S1 0.02 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.10 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01

3333/10,000 0.0001 S2 0.04 0.09 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 0.07 0.04 < 0.01 < 0.01

3333/10,000 0.0001 S3 0.02 0.19 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 0.07 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01

3333/10,000 0.0001 S4 0.05 0.02 < 0.01 < 0.01 0.01 < 0.01 0.02 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01

3333/10,000 0.001 S1 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 0.11 < 0.01 < 0.01

3333/10,000 0.001 S2 < 0.01 0.05 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 0.13 < 0.01 < 0.01

3333/10,000 0.001 S3 0.07 0.04 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 0.10 < 0.01 0.04

3333/10,000 0.001 S4 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 0.07 0.05 < 0.01 < 0.01

33,333/100,000 0.00001 S1 0.04 < 0.01 0.01 < 0.01 0.04 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01

33,333/100,000 0.00001 S2 0.04 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01

33,333/100,000 0.00001 S3 0.09 0.06 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 0.03 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01

33,333/100,000 0.00001 S4 0.01 0.02 < 0.01 < 0.01 0.02 0.04 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01

33,333/100,000 0.0001 S1 < 0.01 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 0.04 0.09 < 0.01 < 0.01

33,333/100,000 0.0001 S2 0.04 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 0.08 0.02

33,333/100,000 0.0001 S3 0.07 0.15 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 0.16 0.03

33,333/100,000 0.0001 S4 0.02 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01

33,333/100,000 0.001 S1 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01

33,333/100,000 0.001 S2 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01

33,333/100,000 0.001 S3 0.04 0.03 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 0.08 0.03 < 0.01 < 0.01

33,333/100,000 0.001 S4 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01
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observation has been observed in Dellicour et al. (2014a),

highlighting the limitations of the ENM approach for esti-

mating current and past species ranges. From a practical

point of view, a main issue in ENM based range estimates is

the availability of past environmental data. Indeed, taking

only temperature and humidity information into account, as

is the case in this study, could lead to erroneous estimates.

For example, ENM here suggests the potential occurrence of

a species over areas that were presumably covered by ice

sheets (e.g. Alps, British and Fennoscandian ice sheets; Tou-

canne et al., 2010) during the LGM (Fig. 3). Algorithms used

to model the climatic requirements of the species, like Max-

ent, allows fitting linear relationships with the temperature

and precipitation variables. However, having no lower limits

of tolerance for the species implies that the estimated range

maps overlap extreme cold climatic conditions like, for

example, areas covered by ice sheets. Beside climatic require-

ments, such ENM methods also do not take into account

potential range limitation induced by biotic interactions

(Schweiger et al., 2008; Hanspach et al., 2014) or related to

limited dispersal capacities (reviewed in Rasmont et al.,

2015). Such factors could also lead to potential overestima-

tions of ecological niches.

In recent years, the ENM approach has been applied to a

large number of studies (Radosavljevic & Anderson, 2014).

Among alternative methods available, Maxent has been the

most widely used (Fourcade et al., 2014) because it can easily

and rapidly provide detailed results on the current and past

occurrences of a target species. Yet, as discussed above, it is

important to note that a Maxent-estimated distribution rep-

resents the potential range rather than the realized range of a

species. Although increasingly used, ecological niche models

based on climatic data alone to generate hypotheses over the

evolution of species ranges (mainly from the LGM to the

current) should be interpreted with caution.
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Figure S1 Inter-individual distance and population diversity interpolating graphs generated with a distance weighting parameter a = 1. Surfaces based 
on inter-individual distances were generated with the GDisPAL function and surfaces based on populations’ diversity were generated with the 
GDivPAL function of the toolbox SPADS.
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Figure S2 Inter-individual distance and population diversity interpolating graphs generated with a distance weighting parameter a = 5. Surfaces based 
on inter-individual distances were generated with the GDisPAL function and surfaces based on populations’ diversity were generated with the 
GDivPAL function of the toolbox SPADS.
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Figure S3 Inter-individual distance and population diversity interpolating graphs generated with a distance weighting parameter a = 10. Surfaces
based on inter-individual distances were generated with the GDisPAL function and surfaces based on populations’ diversity were generated with the 
GDivPAL function of the toolbox SPADS.
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OO:OOOPFGG:GGG* G2GGF* !O( G2GR( G2GF* E* G2UV* G2GO* G2GF* E* G2US*
OO:OOOPFGG:GGG* G2GGF* !R( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* E* G2XW* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* E* G2UQ*
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&4D17* !N* *@E8-0"/6*9-6/4*$(*FGG* %/#0'1-&/6*#/%* 6/&* $+* #-%-,/&/%6* -(4*$9&-'(/4* +%$,* &5/* 1$,#-%'6$(*9/&H//(* %/-0* -(4*
6',"0-&/4* 4-&-6/&6* +$%* !"#$%&' /01230)2%&2* 2-* %/+/%6* &$* &5/* ,-I',-0* /++/1&'8/* #$#"0-&'$(6* 6'?/63* )4* &$* &5/* +$%H-%4*
,')%-&'$(*%-&/*-(4*15*&$*&5/*%/#%$4"1&'$(*%-&/2*!",,-%7*6&-&'6&'16*"6/4J*K'L*&5/*("10/$&'4/*4'8/%6'&7*6*$+*/-15*4/+'(/4*)%$"#*
$+*6-,#0/4*#$#"0-&'$(6*-(4*K''L*&5/*&5%//*M>N=M*6&-&'6&'16*K789:*78:*-(4*79:L*/6&',-&/4*+%$,*&5/*6-,/*)%$"#*#-%&'&'$(2*

*
*
*
&4D17* !G* *@E8-0"/6*9-6/4*$(*FGG* %/#0'1-&/6*#/%* 6/&* $+* #-%-,/&/%6* -(4*$9&-'(/4* +%$,* &5/* 1$,#-%'6$(*9/&H//(* %/-0* -(4*
6',"0-&/4* 4-&-6/&6* +$%* !"#$%&' 10&4%")%#2* 2-* %/+/%6* &$* &5/* ,-I',-0* /++/1&'8/* #$#"0-&'$(6* 6'?/63* )4* &$* &5/* +$%H-%4*
,')%-&'$(*%-&/*-(4*15*&$*&5/*%/#%$4"1&'$(*%-&/2*!",,-%7*6&-&'6&'16*"6/4J*K'L*&5/*("10/$&'4/*4'8/%6'&7*6*$+*/-15*4/+'(/4*)%$"#*
$+*6-,#0/4*#$#"0-&'$(6*-(4*K''L*&5/*&5%//*M>N=M*6&-&'6&'16*K789:*78:*-(4*79:L*/6&',-&/4*+%$,*&5/*6-,/*)%$"#*#-%&'&'$(2*

*
*
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,-*L83;0/6RS5</174?O' .#* K$'* .+JIT* #.#KU* K$'* .+JIT* #.#KU*
OOOPF:GGG* G2GGGGF* !F( E* E* E* E* E* E* E* E*
OOOPF:GGG* G2GGGGF* !Q( E( E* E* E* E* E* E* E*
OOOPF:GGG* G2GGGGF* !O( E( E* E* E* E* E* E* E*
OOOPF:GGG* G2GGGGF* !R( E( E* E* E* E* E* E* E*
OOOPF:GGG* G2GGGF* !F( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* T*G2GF* G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF*
OOOPF:GGG* G2GGGF* !Q( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF*
OOOPF:GGG* G2GGGF* !O( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF*
OOOPF:GGG* G2GGGF* !R( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* G2GQ* T*G2GF* T*G2GF*
OOOPF:GGG* G2GGF* !F( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF*
OOOPF:GGG* G2GGF* !Q( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF*
OOOPF:GGG* G2GGF* !O( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* T*G2GF* G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF*
OOOPF:GGG* G2GGF* !R( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* T*G2GF* G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF*

O:OOOPFG:GGG* G2GGGGF* !F( T*G2GF( G2GQ* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF*
O:OOOPFG:GGG* G2GGGGF* !Q( T*G2GF( G2GO* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* G2GW* T*G2GF* T*G2GF*
O:OOOPFG:GGG* G2GGGGF* !O( T*G2GF( G2GR* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF*
O:OOOPFG:GGG* G2GGGGF* !R( T*G2GF( G2GO* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* G2GR* T*G2GF* T*G2GF*
O:OOOPFG:GGG* G2GGGF* !F( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* T*G2GF* G2GQ* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* G2GR*
O:OOOPFG:GGG* G2GGGF* !Q( T*G2GF' T*G2GF* T*G2GF* G2GO* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* G2GF* T*G2GF*
O:OOOPFG:GGG* G2GGGF* !O( T*G2GF' T*G2GF* T*G2GF* G2GO* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* G2GX*
O:OOOPFG:GGG* G2GGGF* !R( T*G2GF' T*G2GF* T*G2GF* G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* G2GF*
O:OOOPFG:GGG* G2GGF* !F( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* G2GR* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* G2GQ* T*G2GF*
O:OOOPFG:GGG* G2GGF* !Q( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* G2GF* T*G2GF*
O:OOOPFG:GGG* G2GGF* !O( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* G2GO* G2GO*
O:OOOPFG:GGG* G2GGF* !R( T*G2GF' T*G2GF* G2GO* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* G2GO* G2GF*

OO:OOOPFGG:GGG* G2GGGGF* !F( G2GF( G2GW* G2GX* G2GQ* T*G2GF* G2GR* G2GO* G2GF*
OO:OOOPFGG:GGG* G2GGGGF* !Q( T*G2GF( G2GU* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* G2GO* G2GF* T*G2GF*
OO:OOOPFGG:GGG* G2GGGGF* !O( T*G2GF( G2GV* T*G2GF* G2GF* T*G2GF* G2FQ* T*G2GF* G2GU*
OO:OOOPFGG:GGG* G2GGGGF* !R( T*G2GF( G2GO* T*G2GF* G2GF* T*G2GF* G2GQ* T*G2GF* G2GQ*
OO:OOOPFGG:GGG* G2GGGF* !F( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* G2GW* G2GQ* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* G2GQ* G2GF*
OO:OOOPFGG:GGG* G2GGGF* !Q( T*G2GF( G2GF* G2GW* G2GQ* T*G2GF* G2GO* G2FG* G2GF*
OO:OOOPFGG:GGG* G2GGGF* !O( G2GF( G2GV* G2FR* G2GQ* T*G2GF* G2GO* G2GS* G2GO*
OO:OOOPFGG:GGG* G2GGGF* !R( T*G2GF( G2GF* G2GF* G2GF* T*G2GF* G2GQ* G2GF* G2GF*
OO:OOOPFGG:GGG* G2GGF* !F( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* G2GO* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* G2FG* T*G2GF*
OO:OOOPFGG:GGG* G2GGF* !Q( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* G2GS* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* G2GR* T*G2GF*
OO:OOOPFGG:GGG* G2GGF* !O( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* G2QX* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* G2QV* T*G2GF*
OO:OOOPFGG:GGG* G2GGF* !R( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* G2GW* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* G2OG* T*G2GF*
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,-*L83;0/6RS5</174?O' .#* K$'* .+JIT* #.#KU* K$'* .+JIT* #.#KU*
OOOPF:GGG* G2GGGGF* !F( E* E* E* E* E* E* E* E*
OOOPF:GGG* G2GGGGF* !Q( E( E* E* E* E* E* E* E*
OOOPF:GGG* G2GGGGF* !O( E( E* E* E* E* E* E* E*
OOOPF:GGG* G2GGGGF* !R( E( E* E* E* E* E* E* E*
OOOPF:GGG* G2GGGF* !F( T*G2GF( G2FF* T*G2GF* G2GU* T*G2GF* G2FW* T*G2GF* G2GV*
OOOPF:GGG* G2GGGF* !Q( T*G2GF( G2FO* T*G2GF* G2GO* T*G2GF* G2FS* T*G2GF* G2GU*
OOOPF:GGG* G2GGGF* !O( T*G2GF( G2GF* T*G2GF* G2GV* T*G2GF* G2GO* T*G2GF* G2GU*
OOOPF:GGG* G2GGGF* !R( T*G2GF( G2FG* T*G2GF* G2GQ* T*G2GF* G2GU* T*G2GF* G2GS*
OOOPF:GGG* G2GGF* !F( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* G2GQ* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* G2GQ* T*G2GF*
OOOPF:GGG* G2GGF* !Q( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* G2GR* T*G2GF*
OOOPF:GGG* G2GGF* !O( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* G2GU* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* G2GQ* G2GF*
OOOPF:GGG* G2GGF* !R( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* G2GQ* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF*

O:OOOPFG:GGG* G2GGGGF* !F( T*G2GF( G2GW* T*G2GF* G2GV* T*G2GF* G2GR* T*G2GF* G2FV*
O:OOOPFG:GGG* G2GGGGF* !Q( T*G2GF( G2GV* T*G2GF* G2GF* T*G2GF* G2GS* T*G2GF* T*G2GF*
O:OOOPFG:GGG* G2GGGGF* !O( T*G2GF( G2GO* T*G2GF* G2GQ* T*G2GF* G2GS* T*G2GF* G2GF*
O:OOOPFG:GGG* G2GGGGF* !R( T*G2GF( G2GX* T*G2GF* G2GW* T*G2GF* G2GU* T*G2GF* G2GV*
O:OOOPFG:GGG* G2GGGF* !F( G2GF( G2GU* G2GS* G2GX* G2GQ* G2GW* G2FG* G2GS*
O:OOOPFG:GGG* G2GGGF* !Q( T*G2GF' G2GR* G2GU* G2GO* T*G2GF* G2GF* G2GU* G2GU*
O:OOOPFG:GGG* G2GGGF* !O( T*G2GF' G2FV* G2GO* G2GF* G2GX* G2FW* G2GS* G2QV*
O:OOOPFG:GGG* G2GGGF* !R( G2GF' G2GS* G2GX* G2GX* T*G2GF* G2GR* G2GF* G2GO*
O:OOOPFG:GGG* G2GGF* !F( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* G2GR* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* G2GO* T*G2GF*
O:OOOPFG:GGG* G2GGF* !Q( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* G2GO* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* G2GO* T*G2GF*
O:OOOPFG:GGG* G2GGF* !O( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* G2GO* G2GF* T*G2GF* G2GF* G2GV* G2GF*
O:OOOPFG:GGG* G2GGF* !R( T*G2GF' T*G2GF* G2GQ* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* G2GF* G2GR* T*G2GF*

OO:OOOPFGG:GGG* G2GGGGF* !F( G2GR( G2OQ* G2GO* G2FO* T*G2GF* G2GU* G2GQ* T*G2GF*
OO:OOOPFGG:GGG* G2GGGGF* !Q( T*G2GF( G2GO* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* G2GX* G2GR* G2GO*
OO:OOOPFGG:GGG* G2GGGGF* !O( T*G2GF( G2OX* T*G2GF* G2SF* G2GO* G2QG* G2GF* G2OW*
OO:OOOPFGG:GGG* G2GGGGF* !R( G2GQ( G2FS* G2GF* G2RR* G2GR* G2QO* G2GQ* G2OR*
OO:OOOPFGG:GGG* G2GGGF* !F( T*G2GF( G2GQ* G2GV* G2GF* T*G2GF* G2GQ* G2GV* G2GF*
OO:OOOPFGG:GGG* G2GGGF* !Q( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* G2GS* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* G2GX* G2GQ*
OO:OOOPFGG:GGG* G2GGGF* !O( T*G2GF( G2GU* G2GQ* G2GQ* G2GF* G2GU* G2GS* G2GX*
OO:OOOPFGG:GGG* G2GGGF* !R( T*G2GF( G2GO* G2GX* G2GF* T*G2GF* G2GF* G2GV* G2GO*
OO:OOOPFGG:GGG* G2GGF* !F( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF*
OO:OOOPFGG:GGG* G2GGF* !Q( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF*
OO:OOOPFGG:GGG* G2GGF* !O( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* G2GO* T*G2GF*
OO:OOOPFGG:GGG* G2GGF* !R( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF*
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&4D17* !V* *@E8-0"/6*9-6/4*$(*FGG* %/#0'1-&/6*#/%* 6/&* $+* #-%-,/&/%6* -(4*$9&-'(/4* +%$,* &5/* 1$,#-%'6$(*9/&H//(* %/-0* -(4*
6',"0-&/4*4-&-6/&6*+$%*!"#$%&'1)0*")%#2*2-*%/+/%6*&$*&5/*,-I',-0*/++/1&'8/*#$#"0-&'$(6*6'?/63*)4*&$*&5/*+$%H-%4*,')%-&'$(*
%-&/* -(4* 15* &$* &5/* %/#%$4"1&'$(* %-&/2* !",,-%7* 6&-&'6&'16* "6/4J* K'L* &5/* ("10/$&'4/* 4'8/%6'&7*6* $+* /-15* 4/+'(/4* )%$"#* $+*
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*
*
*
&4D17* !Q* *@E8-0"/6*9-6/4*$(*FGG* %/#0'1-&/6*#/%* 6/&* $+* #-%-,/&/%6* -(4*$9&-'(/4* +%$,* &5/* 1$,#-%'6$(*9/&H//(* %/-0* -(4*
6',"0-&/4*4-&-6/&6*+$%*!"#$%&'*-))-&*)2&2*2-*%/+/%6*&$*&5/*,-I',-0*/++/1&'8/*#$#"0-&'$(6*6'?/63*)4*&$*&5/*+$%H-%4*,')%-&'$(*
%-&/* -(4* 15* &$* &5/* %/#%$4"1&'$(* %-&/2* !",,-%7* 6&-&'6&'16* "6/4J* K'L* &5/* ("10/$&'4/* 4'8/%6'&7*6* $+* /-15* 4/+'(/4* )%$"#* $+*
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,-*L83;0/6RS5</174?O' .#* K$'* .+JIT* #.#KU* K$'* .+JIT* #.#KU*
OOOPF:GGG* G2GGGGF* !F( E* E* E* E* E* E* E* E*
OOOPF:GGG* G2GGGGF* !Q( E( E* E* E* E* E* E* E*
OOOPF:GGG* G2GGGGF* !O( E( E* E* E* E* E* E* E*
OOOPF:GGG* G2GGGGF* !R( E( E* E* E* E* E* E* E*
OOOPF:GGG* G2GGGF* !F( T*G2GF( G2GO* G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* G2GR* G2GF* T*G2GF*
OOOPF:GGG* G2GGGF* !Q( T*G2GF( G2GO* T*G2GF* G2GF* T*G2GF* G2GQ* T*G2GF* T*G2GF*
OOOPF:GGG* G2GGGF* !O( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF*
OOOPF:GGG* G2GGGF* !R( T*G2GF( G2GF* G2GQ* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF*
OOOPF:GGG* G2GGF* !F( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* G2GF* G2SO* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* G2GF* G2SS*
OOOPF:GGG* G2GGF* !Q( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* G2GF* G2VG* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* G2GR* G2VV*
OOOPF:GGG* G2GGF* !O( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* G2FW* G2SS* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* G2QG* G2UU*
OOOPF:GGG* G2GGF* !R( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* G2GO* G2XX* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* G2FG* G2VV*

O:OOOPFG:GGG* G2GGGGF* !F( T*G2GF( G2GO* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* G2GW* T*G2GF* T*G2GF*
O:OOOPFG:GGG* G2GGGGF* !Q( T*G2GF( G2GS* G2GQ* G2GF* T*G2GF* G2GO* T*G2GF* T*G2GF*
O:OOOPFG:GGG* G2GGGGF* !O( T*G2GF( G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* G2GQ* T*G2GF* T*G2GF*
O:OOOPFG:GGG* G2GGGGF* !R( T*G2GF( G2GX* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* G2GQ* T*G2GF* T*G2GF*
O:OOOPFG:GGG* G2GGGF* !F( G2FG( G2GX* G2FW* G2OS* T*G2GF* G2GQ* G2GU* G2GS*
O:OOOPFG:GGG* G2GGGF* !Q( G2GX' G2GV* G2OW* G2GW* G2GR* G2GU* G2FQ* G2QF*
O:OOOPFG:GGG* G2GGGF* !O( T*G2GF' G2GS* G2GQ* G2GU* T*G2GF* G2GS* G2GF* G2FR*
O:OOOPFG:GGG* G2GGGF* !R( G2GQ' G2GW* G2GV* G2FG* T*G2GF* G2GU* G2GO* G2GU*
O:OOOPFG:GGG* G2GGF* !F( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* G2XX* G2UV* G2FF* G2GF* G2VX* G2SV*
O:OOOPFG:GGG* G2GGF* !Q( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* G2WX* G2XV* G2FO* G2GF* G2WF* G2XV*
O:OOOPFG:GGG* G2GGF* !O( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* G2RV* G2RW* G2FG* G2GQ* G2RX* G2RW*
O:OOOPFG:GGG* G2GGF* !R( G2GX' G2GF* G2SO* G2RS* G2GU* G2GF* G2RQ* G2RS*

OO:OOOPFGG:GGG* G2GGGGF* !F( T*G2GF( G2FS* G2GF* G2GF* T*G2GF* G2GV* T*G2GF* T*G2GF*
OO:OOOPFGG:GGG* G2GGGGF* !Q( G2GF( G2FX* G2GS* G2GF* T*G2GF* G2FV* T*G2GF* G2GF*
OO:OOOPFGG:GGG* G2GGGGF* !O( T*G2GF( G2FV* G2GF* G2GQ* T*G2GF* G2FV* G2GQ* T*G2GF*
OO:OOOPFGG:GGG* G2GGGGF* !R( T*G2GF( G2QQ* T*G2GF* G2GF* T*G2GF* G2GW* T*G2GF* G2GF*
OO:OOOPFGG:GGG* G2GGGF* !F( G2GR( G2GF* G2RV* G2OF* G2GW* G2GU* G2OS* G2QQ*
OO:OOOPFGG:GGG* G2GGGF* !Q( T*G2GF( G2GQ* G2GW* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* G2GQ* G2FF* T*G2GF*
OO:OOOPFGG:GGG* G2GGGF* !O( T*G2GF( G2GV* G2OG* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* G2GX* G2QF* T*G2GF*
OO:OOOPFGG:GGG* G2GGGF* !R( T*G2GF( G2GR* T*G2GF* G2FO* T*G2GF* G2GF* G2GQ* T*G2GF*
OO:OOOPFGG:GGG* G2GGF* !F( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* G2VV* G2OF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* G2VR* G2OQ*
OO:OOOPFGG:GGG* G2GGF* !Q( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* G2WR* G2OW* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* G2VU* G2RG*
OO:OOOPFGG:GGG* G2GGF* !O( G2GV( G2GQ* G2SG* G2QW* G2GO* G2GF* G2RF* G2QF*
OO:OOOPFGG:GGG* G2GGF* !R( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* G2SF* G2OR* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* G2UU* G2QW*
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,-*L83;0/6RS5</174?O' .#* K$'* .+JIT* #.#KU* K$'* .+JIT* #.#KU*
OOOPF:GGG* G2GGGGF* !F( E* E* E* E* E* E* E* E*
OOOPF:GGG* G2GGGGF* !Q( E( E* E* E* E* E* E* E*
OOOPF:GGG* G2GGGGF* !O( E( E* E* E* E* E* E* E*
OOOPF:GGG* G2GGGGF* !R( E( E* E* E* E* E* E* E*
OOOPF:GGG* G2GGGF* !F( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* E* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* E* T*G2GF*
OOOPF:GGG* G2GGGF* !Q( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* E* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* E* T*G2GF*
OOOPF:GGG* G2GGGF* !O( T*G2GF( G2GF* E* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* G2GQ* E* T*G2GF*
OOOPF:GGG* G2GGGF* !R( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* E* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* G2GF* E* T*G2GF*
OOOPF:GGG* G2GGF* !F( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* E* G2GW* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* E* G2GX*
OOOPF:GGG* G2GGF* !Q( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* E* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* E* G2GR*
OOOPF:GGG* G2GGF* !O( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* E* G2FS* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* E* G2QF*
OOOPF:GGG* G2GGF* !R( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* E* G2GU* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* E* G2GW*

O:OOOPFG:GGG* G2GGGGF* !F( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* E* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* E* T*G2GF*
O:OOOPFG:GGG* G2GGGGF* !Q( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* E* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* E* T*G2GF*
O:OOOPFG:GGG* G2GGGGF* !O( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* E* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* E* T*G2GF*
O:OOOPFG:GGG* G2GGGGF* !R( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* E* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* E* T*G2GF*
O:OOOPFG:GGG* G2GGGF* !F( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* E* G2GU* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* E* G2FF*
O:OOOPFG:GGG* G2GGGF* !Q( T*G2GF' T*G2GF* E* G2OG* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* E* G2FS*
O:OOOPFG:GGG* G2GGGF* !O( T*G2GF' T*G2GF* E* G2QG* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* E* G2GU*
O:OOOPFG:GGG* G2GGGF* !R( T*G2GF' T*G2GF* E* G2FQ* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* E* G2GW*
O:OOOPFG:GGG* G2GGF* !F( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* E* G2VF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* E* G2VW*
O:OOOPFG:GGG* G2GGF* !Q( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* E* G2UR* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* E* G2XR*
O:OOOPFG:GGG* G2GGF* !O( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* E* G2WF* G2GR* G2GF* E* G2SW*
O:OOOPFG:GGG* G2GGF* !R( T*G2GF' T*G2GF* E* G2WR* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* E* G2VS*

OO:OOOPFGG:GGG* G2GGGGF* !F( T*G2GF( G2GQ* E* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* E* T*G2GF*
OO:OOOPFGG:GGG* G2GGGGF* !Q( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* E* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* E* T*G2GF*
OO:OOOPFGG:GGG* G2GGGGF* !O( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* E* G2GQ* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* E* T*G2GF*
OO:OOOPFGG:GGG* G2GGGGF* !R( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* E* G2GQ* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* E* G2GQ*
OO:OOOPFGG:GGG* G2GGGF* !F( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* E* G2SG* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* E* G2OX*
OO:OOOPFGG:GGG* G2GGGF* !Q( G2GV( G2GO* E* G2UU* G2GQ* G2GF* E* G2OF*
OO:OOOPFGG:GGG* G2GGGF* !O( G2FS( G2GV* E* G2RX* G2GO* G2GQ* E* G2QV*
OO:OOOPFGG:GGG* G2GGGF* !R( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* E* G2RS* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* E* G2QW*
OO:OOOPFGG:GGG* G2GGF* !F( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* E* G2OX* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* E* G2UG*
OO:OOOPFGG:GGG* G2GGF* !Q( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* E* G2FW* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* E* G2OV*
OO:OOOPFGG:GGG* G2GGF* !O( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* E* G2VG* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* E* G2VQ*
OO:OOOPFGG:GGG* G2GGF* !R( T*G2GF( T*G2GF* E* G2VU* T*G2GF* T*G2GF* E* G2VW*
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